We present the H I mass inventory for the REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE (RESOLVE) survey, a volume-limited, multi-wavelength census of >1500 z = 0 galaxies spanning diverse environments and complete in baryonic mass down to dwarfs of ∼10 9 M ⊙ . This first 21cm data release provides robust detections or strong upper limits (1.4M HI < 5-10% of stellar mass M * ) for ∼94% of RESOLVE. We examine global atomic gas-to-stellar mass ratios (G/S) in relation to galaxy environment using several metrics: group dark matter halo mass M h , central/satellite designation, relative mass density of the cosmic web, and distance to nearest massive group. We find that at fixed M * , satellites have decreasing G/S with increasing M h starting clearly at M h ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ , suggesting the presence of starvation and/or stripping mechanisms associated with halo gas heating in intermediatemass groups. The analogous relationship for centrals is uncertain because halo abundance matching builds in relationships between central G/S, stellar mass, and halo mass, which depend on the integrated group property used as a proxy for halo mass (stellar or baryonic mass). On larger scales G/S trends are less sensitive to the abundance matching method. At fixed M h ≤ 10 12 M ⊙ , the fraction of gas-poor centrals increases with large-scale structure density. In overdense regions, we identify a rare population of gas-poor centrals in low-mass (M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ ) halos primarily located within ∼1.5× the virial radius of more massive (M h > 10 12 M ⊙ ) halos, suggesting that gas stripping and/or starvation may be induced by interactions with larger halos or the surrounding cosmic web. We find that the detailed relationship between G/S and environment varies when we examine different subvolumes of RESOLVE independently, which we suggest may be a signature of assembly bias.
Galaxy gas reservoirs are the raw fuel for star formation and thus play a key role in galaxy evolution. Galaxies are not isolated, but are subject to interactions with both other galaxies and the intergalactic medium (IGM). Therefore, understanding the extent to which environment governs galaxy gas content is a fundamental ingredient to understanding galaxy assembly as a whole. Several studies have highlighted the link between star formation and environment through the color-density relation, which translates into the physical understanding that galaxies in dense regions have lower star formation rates (SFRs) and typically older ages than those in the field (Kennicutt 1983; Gómez et al. 2003; Cooper et al. 2010) . Likewise, galaxies in dense environments show gas deficiencies (Davies & Lewis 1973; Solanes et al. 2001; Cortese et al. 2011; Catinella et al. 2013 ) while the most gas-rich galaxies are often found in the least dense environments (Meyer et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2012) .
There are multiple possible connections between galaxy gas supply and the surrounding environment. For example, the low cold gas content among galaxies in dense environments can be attributed to mechanisms that cut off gas replenishment (i.e., starvation; Larson et al. 1980; Balogh et al. 2000; Bekki et al. 2002; Kawata & Mulchaey 2008; Hearin et al. 2016) or directly remove gas (e.g., tidal, ram-pressure, or viscous stripping; Gunn & Gott 1972 , Nulsen 1982 , Kenney et al. 2004 ). In the absence of these processes, galaxies acquire gas from their surroundings over time. Fresh gas infall is needed to explain the roughly constant star formation history of the Milky Way (Twarog 1980) , as well as the heavy element abundances in its stellar populations (Chiappini et al. 2001) . Regular (and possibly overwhelming) gas infall also explains the high gas content and exponential stellar mass growth of many dwarf galaxies in the local universe , and there are multiple examples of early-type galaxies that appear to be (re)growing gas and stellar disks (Cortese & Hughes 2009; Kannappan et al. 2009; Lemonias et al. 2011; Moffett et al. 2012; Salim et al. 2012; Stark et al. 2013) .
While galaxies can acquire new gas through hierarchical merging (Lacey & Cole 1993) , a more subtle but extremely important alternative mechanism is the smooth accretion of the IGM, i.e. "cosmological accretion." Traditional theory suggests that as gas enters a dark matter halo, it shock heats to the halo's virial temperature before slowly cooling onto the galaxy (Rees & Ostriker 1977; Silk 1977; White & Rees 1978) . Below a halo mass threshold, the cooling timescale may be short enough that infalling gas can avoid shock heating to the virial temperature (White & Frenk 1991; Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Kereš et al. 2009 ). This "cold mode" of accretion is thought to take the form of gas streams that penetrate into halos along cosmic filaments, depositing cool gas onto galaxies much more rapidly than the traditional "hot" mode.
Direct detection of cool gas streams associated with cold mode accretion is difficult since this gas is expected to be in a low-density, warm-hot ionized state that lacks detectable emission at low redshift (Bregman 2007) . However, a number of high-redshift studies have detected gas through Lyman-α emission or absorption with properties consistent with coldmode accretion (Nilsson et al. 2006; Ribaudo et al. 2011; Kacprzak et al. 2012; Bouché et al. 2013; Crighton et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2015) , and some absorption features consistent with pristine gas infall have also been reported at low redshift (e.g., Burchett et al. 2013) . Further evidence comes from observations of neutral atomic hydrogen (H I) emission around nearby galaxies. High-velocity clouds have been observed around many galaxies in the Local Group, particularly the Milky Way, and some of these clouds may have external origins (Wakker & van Woerden 1997; Sembach et al. 2003; Braun & Thilker 2004) .
Key group halo mass scales theoretically associated with changes in accretion can be related to observed trends in galaxy properties. The halo mass scale below which cold-mode accretion is expected to dominate over hot-mode accretion (∼10 11.4 M ⊙ ; Kereš et al. 2009 ) matches the observed "gas-richness threshold scale" ), where gas-dominated galaxies become the norm. The scale above which cold-mode accretion is no longer present (∼10 12 M ⊙ ; Kereš et al. 2009 ) matches the "bimodality mass," which marks a transition between star-forming and "quenched" galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Kannappan et al. 2013 ). More recent simulations suggest that cold-mode accretion may be less important than previously thought, with infalling streams likely getting disrupted in the inner halo before reaching the central galaxy (Nelson et al. 2013) . However, this effect is at least somewhat balanced by a faster cooling rate for gas accreted via the hot mode.
Recent work has often emphasized a picture wherein galaxy gas reservoirs are largely governed by dark matter halos and their internal environments: gas accretion rates are expected to be closely tied to the masses of dark matter halos, as are many processes that deplete gas content (e.g., ram pressure stripping; Hester 2006) . However, there is evidence that galaxy properties may also depend on the environment beyond the halo virial radius. Kauffmann et al. (2013) find that galaxy star formation rates (SFR) can be correlated on scales up to ∼4 Mpc (particularly for low-mass, low-SFR galaxies), well beyond the typical virial radii of individual groups. Lietzen et al. (2012) find that groups at fixed richness have more passive galaxies if they reside in supercluster environments as opposed to less dense environments, and Wang et al. (2013) find that passive, low-mass group centrals are more strongly clustered than star-forming centrals of similar mass. Several studies have also shown that very low-density/void environments have larger fractions of low-mass, gas-rich, high specific star formation rate (sSFR) galaxies compared to non-void environments, and when the luminosity distributions of void/non-void samples are matched, void galaxies show on average bluer colors and higher sSFRs (Grogin & Geller 1999; Rojas et al. 2004 Rojas et al. , 2005 von Benda-Beckmann & Müller 2008; Hoyle et al. 2012; Moorman et al. 2014 Moorman et al. , 2015 Moorman et al. , 2016 Jones et al. 2016 ). Both Kreckel et al. (2012) and Moorman et al. (2016) show hints that void galaxies may have higher star formation efficiencies (defined as SFR/M HI ), although these findings are not statistically significant, and Beygu et al. (2016) find that star formation efficiencies in voids are generally consistent with those in higher-density environments.
Large-scale environmental trends may reflect the phenomenon known as "assembly bias," i.e., the dependence of the spatial distribution of halos not only on mass, but also assembly history (Gao et al. 2005) . A key aspect of assembly bias is that halos in overdense regions formed earlier, which may influence the properties of their galaxies. Galaxies in underdense regions, having formed later, may have more gas than those galaxies which formed earlier in high-density regions and have had their gas supplies cut off (Grogin & Geller 2000; Rojas et al. 2004 Rojas et al. , 2005 . A number of different physical mechanisms have been proposed that either remove gas or slow the infall of gas in dark matter halos in overdense regions. Such environments may have higher rates of flyby interactions (involving "ejected satellites" or "splashback galaxies"), wherein a galaxy enters a more massive halo, loses its gas content, and then escapes the inner regions, at least temporarily (Hansen et al. 2009; Sinha & Holley-Bockelmann 2012; Lu et al. 2012; Rasmussen et al. 2012; Wetzel et al. 2012 Wetzel et al. , 2014 . Additionally, Bahé et al. (2013) suggest that the IGM in large-scale structure leads to ram pressure stripping of hot halo gas (particularly at M * < 10 10 M ⊙ ), reducing the potential of galaxies to replenish their cold gas supply. Halo gas accretion rates may also be lessened by competition between dark matter halos (Hearin et al. 2016 ), or by longer cooling times caused by earlier heating from the gravitational collapse of cosmic structure (Cen 2011) and/or early active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback (Kauffmann 2015) .
In this work, we present the first 21cm data release for the REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE (RE-SOLVE) survey, a new multi-wavelength volume-limited census of galaxies in the local universe that has a large dynamic range of group halo masses (10 11−14 M ⊙ ) and large-scale structure densities (factor of ∼1000 variation), and probes galaxy masses down to the dwarf galaxy regime (baryonic mass ∼10 9 ). RESOLVE and its H I census are ideally suited for environmental studies of global H I-to-stellar mass ratios enabling us to address multiple key questions relating to the physical processes governing galaxy fuel supplies: how does gas content scale with halo mass? Does this scaling behave differently for centrals and satellites? Does the observed gas deficiency previously observed in large groups and clusters also occur in more moderately sized dark matter halos? How do the large-scale environments beyond group dark matter halos regulate galaxy gas content?
In §2, we describe the RESOLVE survey and its 21cm census, followed by a discussion of the metrics used to parametrize group dark matter halos and their largerscale environment (halo mass, cosmic web density, and distance to the nearest massive group). In §3, we explore the influence of group halo mass on the gas content of central and satellite galaxies, while also highlighting possible biases introduced when estimating halo masses using different abundance matching prescriptions. We also investigate the influence of environment on scales larger than dark matter halos by examining the relationship between gas content and both the relative density of large-scale structure and the distance to the nearest massive group, while also discussing how our results are affected by cosmic variance. In §4 we interpret our findings from the point of view of the physical processes occurring within and around group dark matter halos and large-scale structure. We summarize our conclusions in §5.
DATA AND METHODS
2.1. The RESOLVE Survey The RESOLVE survey 18 is a volume-limited census of galaxies in the local universe with the goal of accounting for baryonic and dark matter mass within a statistically complete subset of the z = 0 galaxy population. A complete description of the survey design will be presented in S. J. Kannappan et al. (in prep) , but we briefly summarize the key aspects of the survey here.
2.1.1. Survey Definition RESOLVE covers two equatorial strips, denoted "RESOLVE-A" and "RESOLVE-B," whose combined volumes total ∼52, 000 Mpc 3 . RESOLVE-A spans R.A. = 8.75h to 15.75h and decl.
= 0
• to 5
• , and RESOLVE-B spans from R.A. = 22h to 3h and decl. = -1.25
• to +1.25
• . Both regions are bounded in Local Group-corrected heliocentric velocity from V LG =4500-7000 km s −1 . Final survey membership is 18 https://resolve.astro.unc.edu based on the redshift of the group to which each galaxy is assigned (see §2.5.1) to avoid cases where peculiar velocities artificially push galaxies inside or outside the nominal RESOLVE volume. The RESOLVE survey benefits from a variety of multi-wavelength data. This paper presents new 21cm observations, but an optical spectroscopic survey is under way, primarily with the SOAR 4.1m telescope, and also using SALT, Gemini, and the AAT. These observations provide either stellar or ionized gas kinematics in addition to gas and stellar metallicities. RESOLVE also overlaps with several photometric surveys spanning near infrared to ultraviolet wavelengths, which are used to estimate colors and stellar masses (see §2.1.2 and Eckert et al. 2015) . RESOLVE is designed to be baryonic mass limited as opposed to limited in stellar mass or luminosity. We define baryonic mass as M bary = M * + 1.4M HI , where M * is the stellar mass and 1.4M HI is the atomic hydrogen gas mass corrected for the contribution from helium. We ignore the contribution from molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) in the cold gas budget. H 2 may be a significant gas component for intermediate-mass spirals, but for our dwarf-dominated sample, we expect it to be negligible (see Kannappan et al. 2013) . The baryonic mass is chosen to define the sample since it is a more fundamental characterization of total galaxy mass than is stellar mass, e.g., as seen in the necessity to include gas mass to obtain a linear Baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR) (McGaugh et al. 2000) , or the close association between the observed transitions in galaxy gas fractions and morphologies with baryonic, not stellar, mass scales .
The RESOLVE sample is initially selected on r-band absolute magnitude (M r ), since r-band magnitude closely correlates with total baryonic mass . By combining the SDSS redshift survey (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) with the Updated Zwicky Catalog (UZC; Falco et al. 1999) , HyperLEDA (Paturel et al. 2003) , 2dF (Colless et al. 2001) , 6dF (Jones et al. 2009 ), GAMA (Driver et al. 2011) , Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA (ALFALFA) (Haynes et al. 2011 ) new redshift observations with the SOAR and SALT telescopes (S. J. Kannappan et al. in prep) , we obtain rband completeness limits of M r < −17.33 and M r < −17 in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, respectively (the latter completeness limit being dimmer largely due to the overlap with the deep Stripe-82 SDSS field). The baryonic mass completeness limit is then estimated by considering the range of possible baryonic mass-to-light ratios at the M r completeness limit, which yields baryonic mass completeness limits of M bary = 10 9.3 M ⊙ and M bary = 10 9.1 M ⊙ in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, respectively (Eckert et al. 2016 ). Since gas mass information was not available for all galaxies at the start of the RESOLVE survey, indirect gas mass estimators (see §2.6.1, Eckert et al. 2015) were used to identify objects with r-band magnitudes below the nominal completeness limit but with potentially high baryonic mass-to-light ratios. Any such objects lacking gas information were targeted for 21cm follow-up to improve RESOLVE's baryonic mass completeness. Throughout this paper, we often use a stellar masslimited sample since it tends to more clearly highlight processes that drive gas deficiency. The stellar mass completeness limits for RESOLVE are determined in the same fashion as the baryonic mass completeness limits, yielding limits of M * = 10 8.9 M ⊙ and M * = 10 8.7 M ⊙ in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, respectively.
Custom Photometry and Stellar Masses
The photometric analysis for RESOLVE is fully described in Eckert et al. (2015) .
To briefly summarize, all photometric data, including SDSS ugriz (Aihara et al. 2011 ), 2MASS JHK (Skrutskie et al. 2006) , UKIDSS YHK (Hambly et al. 2008) , GALEX NUV (Morrissey et al. 2007) , and Swift NUV (Roming et al. 2005) , have been reprocessed through custom pipelines to yield uniform magnitude measurements and improved recovery of low surface brightness emission (i.e., dwarf galaxies and outer disks). Total magnitudes are calculated using multiple techniques to enable realistic uncertainty estimates.
The new uniform photometry is used to calculate stellar masses (used extensively in this work) using the spectral energy distribution fitting code described in Kannappan & Gawiser (2007) and modified in Kannappan et al. (2013) . We use the second model grid from Kannappan et al. (2013) which combines old simple stellar populations with age ranging from 2 to 12 Gyr and young stellar populations described either by continuous star formation from 1015 Myr ago until between 0 and 195 Myr ago, or by a simple stellar population with age 360, 509, 641, 806, or 1015 Myr. For each model, the stellar mass is calculated and given a likelihood based on the χ 2 of the model fit. The stellar masses and likelihoods are then combined into a likelihood weighted stellar mass distribution, and the median of this distribution is used as the final stellar mass. The stellar masses are given in Eckert et al. (2015) .
21cm Data
The goal of the RESOLVE 21cm census is to obtain strong detections (integrated S/N > 5-10) or upper limits (1.4M HI /M * < 0.05 − 0.1) for the atomic gas reservoirs of all galaxies in the sample. In the following sections, we describe the sources of our 21cm data, resulting products, and the current status of the census.
ALFALFA and Other Literature Data
The ALFALFA survey ) overlaps 85% of the RESOLVE footprint (only lacking coverage in RESOLVE-B at decl. < 0
• ), and provides data satisfying our sensitivity requirements for ∼65% of the galaxies within this overlap region, or ∼55% of the entire RESOLVE survey. The blindly detected 21cm sources in the standard ALFALFA catalog are cross-matched with RESOLVE using a match radius of 2 ′ , corresponding to the spatial resolution of the final ALFALFA data cubes. Additionally, we search the ALFALFA data cubes at the positions of all galaxies that lack counterparts within the standard ALFALFA catalogs. Their spectra are extracted using a 4 ′ ×4 ′ box and provide upper limits (which are not standard ALFALFA pipeline outputs) and in some cases, weak detections. The majority of the detections have signal-to-noise ratio S/N<5 and some were found to be spurious, so most were followed up with single-dish observations. The other major source of literature data for RE-SOLVE comes from the large compilation of 21cm observations presented in Springob et al. (2005) . We adopt their fluxes corrected for beam offsets and source extent, but without the corrections for H I self-absorption, which are expected to be no larger than 30% for the most inclined systems (Giovanelli et al. 1994 ).
New Green Bank Telescope and Arecibo Observations
To complete the RESOLVE H I census, new 21cm observations were carried out with the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT; programs 11B-056, 13A-276, 13B-246, 14A-441) and Arecibo Observatory (programs a2671, a2812, a2852). GBT data were acquired over a total of 738 hr between August 2011 and July 2014. Observations were conducted in standard position switching mode with typical scan lengths of five minutes. We used the L-band receiver and the GBT Spectrometer with a bandwidth of 50 MHz, spectral resolution of 1 kHz, and 9-level sampling (the VEGAS backend was briefly used while the GBT Spectrometer was undergoing maintenance). At the beginning of each run, a bright quasar was observed to calibrate the data and check the telescope pointing.
The close proximity of our targets provided opportunities to boost the efficiency of our GBT observations. For galaxies within a few degrees of each other and separated in heliocentric velocity by >1000 km s −1 , a scan centered on one galaxy could serve as the OFF position for a scan centered on the nearby galaxy (and vice versa), allowing us to cut our total observing time for those targets in half. We also conducted observations where two galaxies shared the same OFF position located midway between them, reducing total integration times by ∼30%. This observing strategy did not severely degrade the quality of our baselines.
Arecibo data were acquired over a total of 554 hr in March 2012 and again between July 2013 and May 2016. Observations were done in standard position-switching mode using scan lengths between three and five minutes. We used the L-band Wide receiver and the interim correlator with a bandwidth of 12.5 MHz, 2 kHz spectral resolution, and 9-level sampling. Data were calibrated by observing an internal noise diode of known temperature before and after each scan.
21cm Line Profile Analysis
All new single-dish observations were reduced following standard GBT and Arecibo pipeline IDL software packages. Baselines, typically of order 3-5, were fit to the emission free regions of each spectrum, and the spectra were boxcar smoothed to a final velocity resolution of ∼5.25 km s −1 . For details on the reduction of the AL-FALFA and other literature data, we refer the reader to Haynes et al. (2011) and Springob et al. (2005) .
Atomic gas Mass
Integrated 21cm line fluxes are measured by summing the channels within the line profile. The channels included in the integration are judged by eye for each case. The uncertainty on each flux measurement is given by
where σ rms is the rms noise of the spectrum measured over a signal-free region, ∆V is the velocity resolution in km s −1 , and N ch is the number of channels in the integration. Upper limits for non-detections are given by 3σ F , where N ch now corresponds to the number of channels enclosed by the galaxy's predicted linewidth at the 20% peak flux level, W 20 . This linewidth is estimated using the r-band Tully-Fisher relation from Kannappan et al. (2013) , which is defined in terms of H I profile linewidths (FWHM, or W 50 ). We then estimate W 20 as W 50 + 20 km s −1 (Haynes et al. 1999; Kannappan et al. 2002) . A minimum linewidth of 40 km s −1 is enforced for our upper limit calculations to conservatively account for non-circular motions. Atomic hydrogen masses are then estimated with
where D is the distance to the galaxy and F is the measured flux . For our analysis in §3, we use indirect methods to estimate M HI for galaxies lacking 21cm detections, but we use our upper limits to place strong constraints on the allowed values of these indirect estimates (see §2.6.1 for further details).
(De-)Confusion
Over the range of distances included in the RESOLVE volume (64-100 Mpc), the physical sizes of the GBT and Arecibo beams (FWHM) are 168-262 kpc and 66-82 kpc, so there is a risk of source confusion in our observations. All potential cases of confusion are automatically flagged by searching for known companions from existing redshift surveys (see §2.1.1) within twice the telescope beam FWHM and assuming all galaxies have linewidths of 200 km s −1 (or greater, if the linewidth has been measured). All automatically flagged cases are then inspected by eye using the observed 21cm profile in conjunction with the known redshifts and predicted linewidths of all nearby objects in order to make the best possible judgment about whether the nearby objects are truly contributing to the H I signal. In total, approximately 14% of our 21cm observations (or 18% of our detections) suffer from potential confusion with a nearby companion. In these cases, we constrain the 21cm flux using one of three possible approaches:
1. The corrected flux, F c , is determined by summing the channels within the predicted W 50 . The statistical uncertainty, σ Fc,stat , is calculated following Eq. 1, but an additional systematic uncertainty, σ Fc,sys , is reported equaling the total flux within any channels overlapping multiple predicted galaxy linewidths.
2. If one half of the primary target's 21cm profile is judged to be uncontaminated, the flux is measured within the unconfused half and doubled to yield an estimate of F c . A 20% systematic error is assigned to account for possible asymmetry in the 21cm profile.
3. If one half of the companion galaxy's 21cm profile is judged to be uncontaminated, this unconfused side is integrated, doubled, and subtracted from the total flux of the blended profile to obtain F c . A systematic uncertainty of 20% of the companion's total flux is assigned to the target galaxy, again to account for possible profile asymmetries. This method is not applicable if there are more than two potentially blended sources within the 21cm beam.
For the deconfusion procedure, the range of heliocentric velocities subtended by each possible H I source can be estimated using two possible approaches. First, W 50 may be estimated using the r-band Tully Fisher relation (TFR) from Kannappan et al. (2013) , and then used in conjunction with estimates of the recession velocity from existing redshift surveys. Alternatively, galaxy rotation curves from RESOLVE optical spectroscopy can be used to estimate the rotation velocity, V pmm , which is then converted into the equivalent W 50 following equation (B6) from Kannappan et al. (2002) . In addition to more direct measurements of rotation speed, rotation curves also typically give more reliable estimates of systemic velocities compared to single-fiber redshift surveys. However, 3-D spectroscopic observations for RESOLVE are ongoing, and at this stage V pmm is only available for ∼20% of galaxies. For homogeneity, we use the TFRbased linewidth predictions for all cases of confusion, but to test that the TFR-based deconfusion method is consistent with the more reliable V pmm -based method, we compare the ratio of the corrected fluxes for confused galaxies when both methods are possible. Following Kannappan et al. (2013) , we ignore any V pmm measurements where the rotation curve does not extend past 1.3r 50 for galaxies with morphological type earlier than Sc, where r 50 is the r-band half-light radius (morphological typing for the RESOLVE survey is described in S. J. Kannappan et al., in prep.) . For types later than Sc, rotation curves extending to at least r 50 are allowed. These cuts avoid cases where the rotation curve does not trace the full galaxy potential. The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 1 . We find that the two methods of deconfusion are consistent with one another, typically agreeing to within 20% with no systematic offset. Vi-sual inspection suggests that the largest outliers may be systems currently experiencing strong tidal interactions. Most have rotation curve asymmetries of greater than 5%, and some show signs of morphological disturbance.
The goal of this procedure described above is to reliably quantify the 21cm flux and its uncertainty in cases of source confusion. Fortunately, even in the presence of confusion, a significant fraction of 21cm observations are still useful for many analyses. For half of the confused sources, the fluxes can be constrained to within 50% uncertainty, and 40% of the sources can have their fluxes constrained to within 25% uncertainty. However, it is important to keep in mind that, due to the magnitude limits of existing redshift surveys, some objects may still suffer from confusion with low-mass neighbors lacking spectroscopic redshift measurements. Fig. 2 shows the current 21cm census completeness (where we define complete as having an H I detection with S/N>5 or an upper limit yielding M HI /M * < 0.1, although typically we obtain detections or limits of higher quality) as a function of baryonic and stellar mass (in cases where 21cm observations are incomplete, we estimate M HI using the relationship between gas-to-stellar mass ratio, color, and axial ratio; Eckert et al. 2015) . In total, the survey is ∼94% complete (94% in RESOLVE-A, 95% in RESOLVE-B) and is >85% complete at all mass scales.
21cm Census Status and Catalog Presentation
The RESOLVE 21cm catalog is available in machinereadable format in the online version of this paper. A summary of information included in the catalog is given in Table 1. The full catalog contains H I data for a total of 2164 galaxies. We include galaxies in this catalog lying within our survey volume (including a ±250 km s −1 buffer region; see §2.5) even if they do not fall above RESOLVE's nominal completeness limits (see §2.6). Additional extracted quantities (linewidths, systemic velocities, asymmetries) will be included in future publications.
Environment Metrics
To characterize the environments of galaxies, we use group identifications with corresponding dark matter halo masses and central/satellite designations ( §2.5.1), large-scale structure densities ( §2.5.2), and the distance to the nearest massive group ( §2.5.3). Environment metrics can become unreliable in close proximity to survey edges, so to help minimize this issue, RE-SOLVE has a buffer region extending ±250 km s −1 from the nominal survey V LG range of 4500 to 7000 km s −1 . Additionally, the RESOLVE-A volume is embedded within the much larger ECO (Environmental COntext) catalog (Moffett et al. 2015) . ECO provides a >10× larger volume over a slightly larger redshift range, V LG = 2530 − 7470 km s −1 , with a completeness limit roughly equivalent to that of RESOLVE-A. ECO is compiled from the same list of redshift catalogs as RESOLVE (see §2.1.1). All environment metrics for RESOLVE-A are calculated using ECO. RESOLVE-B is not embedded within a larger redshift survey of comparable completeness and is more subject to edge effects. However, we have accounted for potential biases due to edge effects (see §2.5.2 and §2.5.3) and find that our results are not sensitive to the inclusion of the affected galaxies ( §3.2.1 and §3.2.2).
All environment metrics described in the following sections are available in a machine-readable table included in the online version of this paper. A description of each column is provided in Table 2 .
Group Dark Matter Halo Masses
Dark matter halo masses serve as a fundamental way to characterize galaxy groups, and they likely play a key role in galaxy evolution (see §1). To assign group halo masses, we first identify galaxy groups using the friends-of-friends (FoF) technique described in Berlind et al. (2006) . Group dark matter halo masses (M h ) are then estimated using halo abundance matching (HAM; Peacock & Smith 2000 , Berlind & Weinberg 2002 , where we assume a monotonic relationship between the integrated stellar mass of a group and its dark matter halo mass, then assign masses by matching the cumulative abundance of groups at each integrated stellar mass to the cumulative theoretical group dark matter halo mass function of Warren et al. (2006) . Note that we are not assigning masses to dark matter subhalos, so by definition all galaxies in a group share the same dark matter halo mass.
The relative simplicity of the FoF/HAM method makes it advantageous for estimating halo masses, but it carries with it several potential sources of error. First, the FoF algorithm can blend or fragment true groups, which then affects the overall completeness and reliability of identified groups. There is no single choice of FoF linking lengths that completely avoids both of these problems simultaneously. Cosmic variance is another potential source of error. Optimized linking lengths are typically determined from large mock catalogs and expressed in terms of the mean particle density of the volume. Therefore, group identifications may be influenced by cosmic variance if the volume in question is not large enough such that its average galaxy number density is significantly higher or lower than average. HAM can likewise suffer from cosmic variance in the sense that the abundances of groups at different masses may be biased if the volume in question is not large enough. Additionally, the parameter used to predict halo mass (typically total group stellar mass, but alternatives include total group luminosity or total group baryonic mass) can potentially build in apparent correlations between galaxy properties and halo mass that are actually correlations between galaxy properties and the parameter used to predict halo mass (see §3.1 and §3.2.3 for detailed discussions of this issue). As implemented here, HAM also ignores any intrinsic scatter around the relationship between halo mass and the parameter used to estimate it.
For this work, the line-of-sight and plane-of-sky linking lengths, b and b ⊥ , are set to 0.07 and 1.1 times the mean inter-galaxy spacing, l = n −1/3 , where n is the mean galaxy number density in the volume. These values are chosen based on the recommendations of Duarte & Mamon (2014) for environmental studies of galaxies, and are separately confirmed in Eckert et al. (2016) as ideal linking lengths to minimize blending of low-N groups and improve recovery of galaxies with high peculiar velocities. For this choice of linking lengths, Uncertainty on total 21cm flux, σ F 7 rms noise of the observed spectrum assuming 10 km s −1 channels, σrms 8 Flag indicating total 21cm flux is an upper limit 9
Flag indicating if the H I source is confused 10 21cm flux corrected for source confusion, Fc 11
Statistical uncertainty on confusion-corrected 21cm flux, σ F,stat 12
Additional systematic uncertainty on confusion-corrected 21cm flux, σ F,sys 13
Method used to determine the confusion-corrected flux and its systematic error Large-scale structure density, ρ LSS (M * -based HAM) 7
Large-scale structure density corrected for edge-effects where necessary (M * -based HAM) 8
Large-scale structure density, ρ LSS (M bary -based HAM) 9
Large-scale structure density corrected for edge-effects where necessary (M bary -based HAM) 10
Distance to nearest group of
Flag indicating D NG may be unreliable due to proximity to survey edge (M * -based HAM) 12
Flag indicating D NG may be unreliable due to proximity to survey edge (M bary -based HAM) a Only calculated for M h < 10 12 M ⊙ groups. Duarte & Mamon (2014) quantify the level of fragmentation (fraction of true groups broken into two or more groups by the FoF algorithm), merging (two or more true groups blended into a single group by the FoF algorithm), completeness (fraction of galaxies in a true group recovered in the FoF-identified group), and reliability (fraction of objects in an FoF-identified group that are truly part of that group). In true group dark matter halos with masses of 10 12−13 M ⊙ , between 10% and 20% of groups suffer from fragmentation, and a similar fraction suffer from merging. However, the estimated groups have high completeness (>95%) and reliability (90-95%). With these linking lengths, the quality of the estimated groups tends to decline as halo mass increases. For halos with masses of 10 13−14 M ⊙ , the merging and fragmentation rates increase by ∼10%, while the completeness and reliability decrease by ∼5-10%. Duarte & Mamon (2014) do not quantify the quality of FoF group identification at the lower halo masses (∼10 11−12 M ⊙ ) that dominate our sample, although given that the group quality tends to increase with decreasing halo mass, we expect the quality of groups in the ∼10 11−12 M ⊙ regime to be at least comparable to the 10 12−13 M ⊙ regime. Moffett et al. (2015) use mock catalogs to quantify the typical error on the halo masses estimated from HAM with our choice of linking lengths and find typical random uncertainties of 0.12 dex, although errors can be significantly larger where groups suffer from merging or fragmentation 19 . Due to the different completeness limits and volume sizes, groups in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B are identified in slightly different ways. For RESOLVE-A, groups are found by running the FoF algorithm on the larger ECO sample with a stellar mass completeness limit of M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ (the mean inter-galaxy spacing for this sample is 2.8 h −1 Mpc). Identifying groups using ECO, which has a >10 times larger volume than RESOLVE-A, helps to minimize bias caused by cosmic variance. For RESOLVE-B, which is ∼40 times smaller than ECO, identifying groups using the linking lengths determined from the mean inter-galaxy spacing in this volume (2.5 h −1 Mpc) could be highly subject to the effects of cosmic variance (especially because RESOLVE-B is thought to be overdense; see Moffett et al. 2015, Eckert et al. 2016, and §3.3) . Instead, we apply the same physical linking lengths determined using ECO for RESOLVE-A to a version of RESOLVE-B with the stellar mass completeness limit matched to RESOLVE-A. Abundance matching is used to estimate group halo masses in ECO for RESOLVE-A, and again to avoid bias due to cosmic variance, we fit a spline to the resulting M * − M h relation in ECO and use this fit to assign halo masses to RESOLVE-B.
Halo masses based on integrated group stellar mass are used by default in this paper, but we will also use group halo masses estimated from integrated baryonic mass.
19 Moffett et al. (2015) also find that halo masses below 10 12 M ⊙ are systemically overestimated by ∼ 0.15 dex on average by the FoF/HAM procedure. However, Eckert et al. (2016) determine that this apparent offset is due to different overall densities of the mock catalog used to quantify uncertainties and the ECO catalog itself. Using a mock catalog specifically chosen to match the density of ECO shows no offset between true and estimated halo masses obtained from abundance matching. Therefore, we apply no offset to the halo mass scale in this paper. Quantitatively, the process of estimating halo masses via baryonic mass is identical to the description above, except we use the alternate completeness limits given in §2.1.1. Halo masses for groups with centrals that lie below the nominal mass completeness limits are determined by downward extrapolation of the stellar (or baryonic) mass-halo mass relationship determined from the masslimited ECO sample, although galaxies below the mass completeness limits are not incorporated into the analysis in this paper. Although ECO suffers from cosmic variance less than the RESOLVE volumes, it is not itself necessarily free from bias. We attempt to quantify the potential size of the offset in ECO's halo mass function due to cosmic variance using the results of Hu & Kravtsov (2003) who quantify the potential error in number counts based on a volume size and mass limit. Extrapolating Fig. 2 from Hu & Kravtsov (2003) down to a mass limit of ∼ 10 11 M ⊙ (comparable to the minimum halo mass in ECO) and using a radius of 36 h −1 Mpc (determined by treating ECO as a sphere with volume 192369.3 h −3 Mpc 3 ), we estimate that ECO's halo mass function may be biased by ∼ ± 0.1 dex, which translates into a comparable uncertainty in our halo mass scale. An alternative calibration of cosmic variance by Trenti & Stiavelli (2008) also yields an estimated potential bias of ∼±0.1 dex in the halo mass function. A more robust estimation of uncertainties from cosmic variance specifically for RESOLVE/ECO is in preparation (J. Cisewski et al, in preparation) .
Throughout this work, we consider the most massive galaxy to be the "central" galaxy of a group. We also refer to galaxies with no satellites as "centrals." These singleton groups preferentially exist at group halo masses < 10 11.4 M ⊙ , as seen in Fig. 3 which shows the distribution of group halo masses for groups with different numbers of members.
Cosmic Web Density
The mass density of the cosmic web beyond the group scale serves as a way to parameterize the larger-scale environments of galaxies. Carollo et al. (2013) give a thorough assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of estimating the density field using N th nearestneighbors, fixed apertures, or Voronoi tessellations. Following their arguments, we characterize the large-scale density around each group using total projected mass density within the distance to the third-nearest group (not galaxy). Specifically, we define this as
where M h,i are the group halo masses and R 3 is the projected distance to the third-nearest group. We only consider projected distances to groups with recession velocity differences of <500 km s −1 . This relative velocity criterion is commonly used in the literature to select neighboring galaxies, but we also employ mock catalogs to confirm that the vast majority of neighboring groups also have relative velocities less than this value.
Using the N th nearest group has two key advantages over using the N th nearest galaxy. First, it minimizes the correlation between the density metric and group halo mass (although the correlation is not completely removed). Second, N th nearest galaxy density estimates change from reflecting a group density for cases where the number of group members is greater than N , to reflecting an intergroup density for cases where the number of group members is less than N . Carollo et al. (2013) show that using the N th nearest group instead of the N th nearest galaxy provides a more consistent largescale structure density estimator. Also like Carollo et al. (2013) , we find little difference between different choices of N, finding that N = 3 and N = 5 yield consistent densities. We opt to use N = 3 because it minimizes the fraction of groups whose density estimate is compromised by proximity to the survey edge.
Densities may be underestimated when the distance to the third-nearest group is larger than the distance to the edge of the survey volume. In these cases, we follow the method of Kovač et al. (2010) and correct the densities by dividing them by the fraction of the projected area within R 3 that lies within the survey volume. Typical corrections are modest, changing densities by less than a factor of 2. For groups near the edges of RESOLVE-A, we use the larger ECO volume to calculate densities, so only 6% of groups in RESOLVE-A require corrections. However, since RESOLVE-B is not embedded within a larger survey of equal depth, and is a very thin volume, 60% of its groups have density estimates that require corrections. Despite this large fraction, the generally small magnitude of the density corrections means edge effects do not strongly compromise our results (see §3.2.1 for further discussion).
Our chosen density estimator ignores any mass not contained within halos and is not meant to be used as an estimate of the true cosmic web density in a given region. However, this metric provides a means to compare the relative large-scale densities throughout our survey volume. Therefore, we express all densities as a multiple of the median density measured within our volume, rather than units of M ⊙ Mpc −2 . Fig. 4 shows the distribution of M h and ρ LSS for Figure 4 . Large-scale structure density (ρ LSS ) versus group dark matter halo mass (M h ). ρ LSS is expressed as a multiple of the median density measured within our volume. Points represent individual groups with contours highlighting the distribution of points for the M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ limited sample. Histograms on the top and right panels show the relative fractions of groups as a function of ρ LSS and M h . We include groups whose ρ LSS estimates require corrections for edge effects, and those corrections have been applied.
our final stellar mass-limited sample (see §2.6). Importantly, at fixed halo mass, particularly below M h = 10 12 M ⊙ , groups span a wide range of ρ LSS (also seen by Carollo et al. 2013 ) allowing an analysis of how largescale environment affects gas content independent of halo mass.
Distance to Nearest Massive Group
Studies highlighting the possible effect of group-group interactions (e.g., flyby interactions, competitive gas accretion; Wetzel et al. 2012; Hearin et al. 2016) suggest the physical separations between groups can have an important impact on their evolution. Therefore, as a third environmental parameter, we estimate the distance of each group to its closest neighboring group, D NG , defined as the group with the smallest projected separation and recession velocity difference <500 km s −1 . D NG estimates are normalized by the virial radius, R vir , of the nearest group's dark matter halo (where we define R vir as R 200m , i.e., the radius where the matter density of the halo is 200 times the universal mean matter density). Although D NG can be estimated independently of group mass, our analysis specifically focuses on the distance of M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ groups to M h > 10 12 M ⊙ groups. The motivation for this choice and details of the analysis are discussed in §3.2.2.
Estimates of D NG can be affected by a number of uncertainties. First, the FoF algorithm used to identify groups can misclassify centrals and satellite galaxies. To account for this issue, we estimate the rate of blending/fragmentation as a function of group separation using mock catalogs, limiting our analysis to mock catalogs with mean number densities within 20% of the ECO vol-ume (0.023 Mpc −3 ). For our choice of linking lengths, blending is relatively negligible compared to fragmentation, which is primarily an issue at small group separations. D NG can also be unreliable when the measured value is less than the distance to the edge of the survey volume (including the buffer regions). In these cases we can still place limits on the possible values of D NG . The lower limit is estimated by assuming a M h = 10 15 M ⊙ halo resides just outside the edge of the volume. The upper limit of D NG is the currently measured value. The impact of these uncertainties on D NG is discussed further in §3.2.2.
Definition of Mass-limited Samples
Unless stated otherwise, all analyses presented in §3 use a stellar mass limited sample with M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ corresponding to the estimated stellar mass completeness limit of RESOLVE-A (but see §2.6.2). Although RESOLVE-B has a completeness limit of M * = 10 8.7 M ⊙ , we do not include these additional lower-mass galaxies in our main analysis in order to have a sample with uniform depth. However, in §3.3 we discuss an analysis of just RESOLVE-B down to its true completeness limit. For the full sample, our M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ selection yields a total of 941 galaxies, 636 in RESOLVE-A and 305 in RESOLVE-B (there are 373 galaxies in RESOLVE-B when limited to M * > 10 8.7 M ⊙ ). Although RESOLVE was originally designed to be complete in baryonic mass, a stellar mass-limited selection is our default for this study. Many environmental processes that remove gas, such as ram-pressure or viscous stripping, most directly affect the gas content of a galaxy, not the stellar content. Therefore, when examining which environments host gas removal processes, it is most intuitive to compare gas content at fixed stellar mass. The situation is more complicated for starvation, which implies reduced star formation and thus coupled gas and stellar mass deficiency, and tidal interactions between galaxies, which can alter both gas and stellar content of a system simultaneously. The default stellar mass-selected approach employed in this study tends to highlight gas removal interpretations at the expense of starvation interpretations. In §3.1 and §3.2.3, we discuss how our results vary if we use a baryonic mass-limited sample, defined as M bary > 10 9.3 M ⊙ .
Indirect Gas Mass Estimates
The H I census contains a number of upper limits or confused detections, leading to uncertainty in total gas content. However, our efforts to obtain strong limits and deconfuse blended profiles allow us to place strong constraints on gas masses in most of these situations. To estimate true gas-to-stellar mass ratios (defined as G/S = M HI /M * ) in these cases, we combine the probability distribution of G/S as a function of color and axial ratio (see Figs. 13 and 14 from Eckert et al. 2015) with additional information based on measured limits or deconfusion procedures. Specifically:
• For upper limits, a value is drawn randomly from the G/S probability distribution, but we set the probability to zero above the measured upper limit value.
• For confused detections with σ Fc,sys /F c < 0.25 (i.e., confused but with relatively small additional uncertainty) we adopt the confusion-corrected G/S.
• For confused detections with σ Fc,sys /F c > 0.25, a value is drawn randomly from the G/S probability distribution, but the probability is set to zero below M HI,c − σ MHI,sys and above 1.05 × M HI,c . This lower bound represents the absolute minimum possible flux of the confused detection (only the flux from unconfused channels in the spectrum), while the upper bound accounts for the typical amount of flux missed in the wings of a profile when integrating from ±W 50 /2.
As previously mentioned, we ignore the contribution from H 2 in our total gas budget, but expect it to be negligible for the majority of our sample.
Completeness Corrections
We consider RESOLVE-B to be a 100% complete data set (see §3.6 of Eckert et al. 2016) , and we can therefore use it to construct empirical completeness corrections for RESOLVE-A. We follow the methodology described in Moffett et al. (2015) and Eckert et al. (2016) , who compared two-dimensional galaxy number density fields in the space of M r vs. g − i color for the SDSS DR7, ECO, and RESOLVE-B samples to derive survey completeness correction fields referenced to RESOLVE-B. Here, the relevant completeness correction field is simply the RESOLVE-B field divided by the RESOLVE-A field. Instead of determining the completeness correction field as a function of M r and g − i color, in this work, we use M * and g − i for our stellar mass-limited sample and M bary and g − i for our baryonic-mass limited sample. This analysis results in multiplicative correction factors that are used to weight RESOLVE-A galaxies when analyzing galaxy property distributions. The median correction factor in RESOLVE-A is ∼1.1, with no corrections larger than 1.2. By definition, the correction factors in RESOLVE-B are all 1.0. Although we incorporate completeness corrections throughout our analysis, they do not have any impact on our results.
RESULTS
In the following section, we present our findings on the relationship between galaxy gas fraction and environment on multiple scales. First, we investigate the influence of group halo mass, specifically whether galaxies in intermediate-mass group halos show signatures of gas deficiency similar to those seen in massive groups and clusters ( §3.1). Next, we explore whether the largescale density of the cosmic web and the proximity of the nearest significantly larger group affect gas content independent of halo mass ( §3.2). We conclude by examining whether our findings are affected by cosmic variance by comparing the results from RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B separately ( §3.3). Throughout our analysis, we often separate central and satellite galaxies since environment may affect these subpopulations in different ways.
Group Halo Mass
To understand how group halo mass drives variations in the relationship between gas content and stellar mass, Fig. 5a shows median G/S as a function of stellar mass in different group halo mass regimes, separated into central and satellite galaxies. Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c show the same data, but with the centrals and satellites plotted separately for clarity. Uncertainties on the medians in each bin are determined from bootstrap resampling (10,000 resamples with replacement) of the data and reflect the 68% confidence interval on the median. The bootstrap assumes the observed distribution of data is a decent estimate of the true distribution, but this assumption can break down when few data points are available (Chernick 2008) . We employ the "smoothed" bootstrap, where for each data point in the bootstrap resample, x i , we add random noise drawn from the normal distribution N (x i , σ 2 ), where σ = s/ √ N , s is the usual sample standard deviation, and N is the sample size (Hesterberg 2004) . Adding this small amount of noise reduces the discreteness of the resulting bootstrap distribution of the median that can arise with small samples sizes. Nonetheless, we only plot bins with at least five points, and we are cautious about interpreting any bins with less than 20 points, which we have marked with open circles (in Fig. 5 and all subsequent figures). The stellar mass completeness limit is shown in Figs. 5a-c by the gray dashed line.
At fixed stellar mass, satellites have systematically lower G/S as halo mass increases. Meanwhile, centrals follow a smooth relationship between G/S and stellar mass with no secondary dependence on group halo mass, implying that halo mass and central stellar mass are closely linked. However, we stress that the close link between central stellar mass and group halo mass is a builtin result; M h is itself estimated by assuming a monotonic relationship with integrated group stellar mass that has zero scatter, and the group stellar mass is typically dominated by the central galaxy (at least in groups below M h ∼ 10 13 M ⊙ , which make up the vast majority of our sample).
To further illustrate how correlations between galaxy properties and halo mass can be manufactured, we reexamine the G/S-M * -M h relationship using halo masses derived from HAM based on total group baryonic mass rather than total group stellar mass. For this analysis, we use the baryonic mass-limited subset of RESOLVE with M bary > 10 9.3 M ⊙ (which also represents the effective stellar mass completeness limit for this subsample) containing 767 galaxies in RESOLVE-A and 310 galaxies in RESOLVE-B for a total of 1077 galaxies. Halo masses estimated using integrated baryonic mass (uncommon in the literature) yields similar results to those determined using r−band luminosity (common in the literature) due to the close correlation between r-band luminosity and baryonic mass, notably closer than between r-band luminosity and stellar mass .
The new G/S vs. M * relationships with M h estimated using baryonic mass are shown in Figs. 5d-f. There is no longer a smooth relationship between G/S and M * for centrals, but rather a secondary dependence on halo mass such that at fixed stellar mass, centrals with higher G/S fall into higher-mass halos. Again, this behavior can be understood as a consequence of defining group halo mass in terms of integrated baryonic mass. At fixed stellar mass, galaxies with higher G/S will have higher baryonic masses. Therefore, by definition, they will be assigned higher halo masses.
It is possible to recover a smooth correlation for centrals with this alternative halo mass definition. In Figs. 5g-i we show G/S vs M bary (instead of M * ) broken up by group halo mass, where group halo masses are again based on the integrated baryonic mass. These plots are analogous to Figs. 5a-c in that the group halo masses are based on the variable on the x-axis, and the behavior of Figs. 5g-i is qualitatively similar to Fig. 5a c. In particular, the G/S vs. M bary relation for centrals in Fig. 5h is more smooth, like the G/S vs. M * relation for centrals in Fig. 5b , although there are discontinuities between different halo mass regimes at fixed M bary . A possible explanation for these discontinuities is that the centrals tend to account for a larger fraction of the integrated stellar mass than they do the integrated baryonic mass, leading to a stronger relation between M h and central M * compared to M h and central M bary .
As we have argued, Fig. 5 illustrates the caution that must be taken when interpreting relationships between galaxy properties and group halo masses determined via HAM. The built-in biases of HAM limit the conclusions we can draw. Nonetheless, we are able to identify some consistent behavior among satellite galaxies regardless of how halo mass is estimated. For satellites at fixed stellar or baryonic mass, G/S progressively decreases as M h increases, implying that group processes that lower satellite gas content have a larger impact in more massive group halos. Using the satellites in the lowest halo mass regime where they are available (M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ ; satellites in lower-mass halos are extremely rare in our sample) as the reference to compare to satellites at higher halo mass, there is evidence for systematically lower G/S in satellites within groups down to M h = 10 12 M ⊙ , although in Fig. 5c , only the M h > 10 13 M ⊙ satellites show statistically significant lower G/S below M * ∼ 10 9.5 . In Fig. 5f , the gas deficiency down to M h = 10 12 M ⊙ is at a marginal level around M * ∼ 10 9.5 M ⊙ at least partly due to the small number of satellites in M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ halos under the baryonic mass-limited selection.
The behavior of satellites relative to centrals is not as consistent. In Fig. 5a , satellites with M * < 10 10 M ⊙ in halos down to at least M h = 10 12 M ⊙ have G/S below all centrals with the same stellar mass, with a hint of a similar result down to M h = 10 11.4 M ⊙ . However, in Fig. 5d , satellites no longer fall systematically below all centrals. Comparing G/S of satellites to centrals is complicated by the fact that the behavior of central galaxies is strongly affected by the built-in biases from the choice of the integrated quantity used in HAM. Furthermore, as we will discuss in §3.2.1 and §3.2.2, centrals may themselves become gas deficient due to processes associated with the larger-scale environment (in turn altering HAM halo mass estimates that are based on integrated group baryonic mass). Therefore, assessing halo mass scales associated with gas deficiency by comparing gas fractions of satellites with those of centrals may not always be appropriate when using HAM.
Despite the complexities of comparing gas fraction, stellar mass, and group halo mass for centrals and satel- ), but only satellite galaxies are shown. (d,e,f ) Same as panels a-c, but now halo masses are estimated via halo abundance matching using integrated group baryonic mass. (g,h,i) Same as panels d-f, but the x-axis variable is now baryonic mass. All plots require at least 5 galaxies per bin, and points with open circles indicate bins with fewer than 20 galaxies, which may have unreliable error bars from bootstrap resampling. The vertical dashed lines represent the mass completeness limits of the plotted samples. Individual points in the same bin are offset slightly for clarity. The plotted relationships for central galaxies are highly dependent on the group parameter used in halo abundance matching, as are the relative relationships between centrals and satellites. However, satellites show consistent behavior in all three plots: G/S systematically decreases as halo mass increases, indicating group processes which lower gas content in satellites are present at moderate halo masses as low as 10 12 M ⊙ .
lites, we can draw conclusions about the influence of group environment on satellite gas fractions: there is very strong evidence for gas deficiency in M h > 10 12 M ⊙ satellites, although this deficiency is not definitive in the lowest stellar mass regime of M h = 10 12−13 M ⊙ groups.
3.1.1. The G/S Versus M h relation
As an alternative way to view the relationship between gas fraction and halo mass, Fig. 6a shows the median G/S vs. M h relation for centrals and satellites. The line for satellites does not show the median G/S for all individual satellites in each group halo mass bin. Instead, we quantify satellite G/S by adding the H I and stellar masses of all satellites in a group and combining them into a total G/S measurement for that group, then take the median of these integrated values in each bin.
Hashed regions in Fig. 6a illustrate the 68% confidence interval on the expected G/S vs. M h relationship if G/S is predicted using the G/S vs. M * relationship and the distribution of M * in each M h bin. This indirect estimation of G/S allows us to understand how the G/S vs. M h relation should behave if there is no environmental influence on G/S whatsoever. To make this prediction, we replace each galaxy's G/S measurement with a value from the probability distribution of G/S as a function of stellar mass, P (G/S | M * ) (Fig. 6b) . We determine P (G/S | M * ) empirically from the full stellar masslimited sample, where for each galaxy with stellar mass M * , we estimate the local P (G/S | M * ) using all galaxies with stellar mass within M * ± ∆M * /2 and limited to M h > 10 11 M ⊙ . We set ∆M * = 0.2 except where there are fewer than 20 galaxies in that range, in which case we increase ∆M * to 0.4. This increase is only necessary for M * 10 11 M ⊙ . However, above M * ∼ 10 11.2 M ⊙ there are fewer than 20 galaxies available even with the larger ∆M * , so our estimate of P (G/S | M * ) may be unreliable (this only affects eight galaxies with M h 10 13 M ⊙ ). Each galaxy's G/S measurement is then replaced by a value randomly drawn from P (G/S | M * ), after which we recalculate the median G/S as a function of group halo mass for centrals and satellites. This calculation is repeated 10,000 times.
In Fig. 6a , the observed relationship for satellites in halos above M h ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ tends to fall slightly below the expected trend based on stellar mass alone (although individual bins do not always show a statistically significant offset on their own, the mean offset averaged over all bins above M h = 10 12 M ⊙ is significant at >3σ). This finding is consistent with satellites in M h > 10 12 M ⊙ groups having lower gas fractions than the general galaxy population at the same stellar mass. Above M h ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ centrals also show a hint (∼2.5σ significance) of systematically lower G/S than expected based on their stellar mass distribution alone.
Large-scale Structure
Dark matter halos of the same mass can be found in regions of large-scale structure with widely varying properties (e.g., see Fig. 4 ). In this section, we investigate whether the larger-scale environment around galaxy groups can influence galaxy gas content, or conversely whether gas content is entirely governed by processes on halo scales and below. We first analyze the link between gas content and large-scale structure density ( §3.2.1), which then motivates an analysis of the gas content of low-mass halos in relation to their proximity to significantly more massive groups ( §3.2.2). In §3.1, we took care to illustrate how our results can change when different approaches to estimating halo mass are employed. In our initial analyses of the relationship between gas fraction and large-scale density described below, we proceed using the stellar mass-based halo masses, but in §3.2.3, we summarize how these results can change for baryonic mass-based halo masses.
3.2.1. Large-scale Structure Density Fig. 7a plots G/S versus ρ LSS for group centrals (note: only centrals are considered for the majority of this section). When considering all group halo masses, a Spearman rank correlation test suggests there is a highly significant correlation between G/S and ρ LSS . However, ρ LSS correlates with group halo mass, which in turn correlates with G/S. To remove the influence of group halo mass and isolate the dependence of G/S on only ρ LSS , we divide the data into distinct group halo mass regimes (M h = 10 11−11.4 M ⊙ , M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ , M h = 10 12−13 M ⊙ , and M h > 10 13 M ⊙ ) that are chosen to represent galaxy mass ranges below the gas-richness threshold mass, between the gas-richness threshold mass and the bimodality mass, above the bimodality mass up to what we are calling the large group/cluster scale, and above the large group/cluster scale. Fig. 7a displays the median G/S and its uncertainty within each of these halo mass regimes, further binned into three ρ LSS regimes corresponding to under-dense (bottom 25th percentile of densities), normal-density (middle 50th percentile of densities), and over-dense regions (top 25th percentile of densities). The vertical lines in Fig. 7a denote the separations between these ρ LSS regimes. In the M h = 10 11−11.4 M ⊙ and M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ regimes, there are strong correlations (>3σ using a Spearman rank test) between ρ LSS and G/S. The correlation for M h = 10 12−13 M ⊙ is marginal (∼2.5σ). As discussed in §2.5.2, ∼60% of groups in the RESOLVE-B sub-volume have densities that require corrections due to edge effects. To ensure these corrections are not influencing our results, we rerun Spearman Rank correlation tests using only groups that do not require these corrections. With this smaller sample, we still find >3σ correlations between G/S and ρ LSS in the M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ and M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ regimes. However, the statistical significance for M h = 10 12−13 M ⊙ falls below 2σ.
Similarly, we test the correlation strengths using just RESOLVE-A, which provides us with a volume-limited data set where only a small percentage of group require corrections for edge effects. In this case, the statistical significance of the correlation remains >3σ for M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ , but falls to ∼2.6σ for M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ . For M h = 10 12−13 M ⊙ the correlation remains marginal. We conclude that the link between G/S and ρ LSS is robust for M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ , and not as robust but still likely for M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ . The weaker correlations when using just RESOLVE-A may actually have a physical explanation (see §3.3 and §4.3).
Inspection of the distribution of points in Fig. 7a shows that the correlations between G/S and ρ LSS are largely Figure 6 . (a) Median G/S versus M h for centrals and satellites. Medians for satellites consider the integrated G/S of all satellites in each group within a given bin. Hashed regions show the 68% confidence bounds on the expected trends based on predicting gas fraction using the distribution of G/S as a function of stellar mass (panel b). Above M h ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ both centrals and satellites have systematically lower G/S than is expected from the stellar mass distribution alone. (b) Contours showing the conditional probability distribution of G/S as a function of M * , P (G/S | M * ), calculated in M * and G/S bins of 0.2 dex, except above M * = 10 11 M ⊙ where we bin M * by 0.4 dex. P (G/S | M * ) is normalized so that the total probability distribution in each M * bin equals 1. The apparent excess at G/S ∼ 0.05 is artificial, being the result of the predictor from Eckert et al. (2015) which assumes gas-poor galaxies have a tight G/S distribution centered at 0.05. Figure 7 . (a) G/S versus ρ LSS in fixed group halo mass bins for all group centrals. Vertical dashed lines delineate the 25th and 75th percentiles of the ρ LSS distribution. Points represent individual galaxies and error bars show the 1σ confidence intervals on the median value within each ρ LSS regime. A median is only shown if there are more than 5 points available, and bins with less than 20 points are indicated by large open circles. In fixed group halo mass regimes, there is a statistically significant correlation between G/S and ρ LSS at M h = 10 11−11.4 and 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ . (b) Fraction of gas-poor centrals, fp, in each ρ LSS regime from panel a (where gas-poor is defined as G/S < 0.1). Error bars are derived from binomial statistics. We find fp increases as a function of ρ LSS for M h = 10 11−11.4 and 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ due to a growing population of gas-poor (G/S < 0.1) centrals as ρ LSS increases. To help illustrate this point, Fig. 7b plots the fraction of centrals that are gas-poor (f p ) broken up into the same group halo mass and ρ LSS regimes as in Fig. 7a . When considering all centrals with M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ and M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ , f p shows a steady rise with increasing ρ LSS .
This discussion has focused entirely on group centrals. The results of a similar analysis of satellites are less clear as we face much smaller number statistics at the low halo masses where large-scale structure appears to have the largest impact. For satellites, we find no correlations between G/S and ρ LSS at fixed group halo mass, and f p is consistent with staying roughly constant at fixed group halo mass.
Distance to Nearest
The population of gas-poor centrals at M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ seen in Fig. 7 is noteworthy because this halo mass regime is expected to have the highest gas accretion rates and to host the most gas-rich galaxies (Kereš et al. 2009; Kannappan et al. 2013; Nelson et al. 2013) . A possible explanation for the existence of these low halo-mass, gas-poor galaxies is that their gas has been stripped by flyby interactions with larger halos, which should lead to gas-poor centrals being found in closer proximity to larger groups compared to gas-rich but otherwise equivalent centrals. Alternatively, competitive gas accretion or assembly bias correlated with IGM heating could create a similar signature.
To test these scenarios, in Fig. 8a we isolate the M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ population and plot the distribution of their projected distances, D NG , from the center of the nearest group with mass >10 12 M ⊙ . The specific value of M h = 10 12 M ⊙ was chosen because halos above this scale are more likely to have multiple group members (Fig. 3) as well as stable hot gas atmospheres (Kereš et al. 2009; Gabor & Davé 2012) , at least one of which may be necessary to strip gas in lower-mass halos 20 . We have already corrected the distributions in Fig. 8a for the effects of merging and fragmentation by the FoF algorithm (see §2.5.3). These multiplicative correction factors, equal to 1 − γ where γ is the false classification rate, are shown in Fig. 8b . The gas-deficient population is preferentially found within ∼ 1.5R vir of the closest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group, where R vir is the virial radius of that massive group's halo 21 . Intriguingly, the radius of 1.5R vir within which the gas-poor population is primarily found is equivalent to the maximum "splashback radius" discussed by More et al. (2015) as a physical definition for the boundary of dark matter halos. The significance of our results in relationship to the splashback radius is discussed further in §4.2.
In Fig. 8 , we ignore any galaxies whose proximity to the edge of the survey volume is smaller than their proximity to the nearest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group, which removes 30% of M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ centrals from the analysis. Rejecting these galaxies preferentially removes those that have large values of D NG . To determine whether the gas-rich and gas-poor distributions of D NG are truly distinct even with this bias, we run a Monte Carlo analysis where random values of D NG between the minimum and maximum possible values (see §2.5.3) are assigned to each rejected galaxy. In each Monte Carlo iteration, we calculate two parameters. First, we run a K-S test to estimate the probability that the distributions of D NG for gas-rich and gas-poor centrals are consistent with coming from the same parent population. Second, we estimate the value of D NG within which 50% of gas-rich or gas-poor galaxies are found (D N G,50 ). Of the 10000 iterations, Figure 8 . (a) Normalized probability distribution of the distances of M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ centrals from the nearest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group with recession velocity difference < 500 km s −1 . Distances are given as a multiple of R vir of the nearest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group. Uncertainties come from Poisson statistics. The gas-poor population shows a preference to be found within ∼ 1.5R vir of the nearest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group. The gray dashed line shows the maximum "splashback radius" proposed by More et al. (2015) as a more physical definition of halo boundaries. >99.9% of the time the K-S test says the G/S < 0.1 and G/S > 0.1 populations have different distributions of D NG at >3σ. We calculate D N G,50 = 1.49 ± 0.04 and D N G,50 = 3.00 ± 0.07 for the gas-poor and gasrich populations, respectively. In summary, centrals in M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ halos with G/S < 0.1 are preferentially found closer to their nearest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group, and this result appears to be robust in the face of both edge effects and possible fragmentation or merging by the FoF algorithm.
The Impact of Alternative Halo Mass Definitions
Our analysis of the relationship between G/S and ρ LSS has so far been conducted using group dark matter halo masses based on HAM with integrated group stellar mass. In §3.1, we described how the observed relationship between G/S, stellar mass, and group halo mass for central galaxies is closely tied to the group parameter used for HAM. We make no assumptions about which parameter is more correct, so it is important to investigate which results are highly dependent on the assumptions built into HAM. To this end, we analyze the relationship between G/S and large-scale environment when estimating halo masses using integrated group baryonic mass instead of integrated group stellar mass. This analysis again uses the baryonic mass-limited data set with M bary > 10 9.3 M ⊙ . As an example to illustrate the effect of using the baryonic mass-limited data set and corresponding halo masses, Fig. 9 shows an alternate version of Fig. 7 , which plots central G/S and f p as a function of ρ LSS and M h . As in Fig. 7a , we find correlations between G/S and ρ LSS for both M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ and M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ centrals. The statistical significances of these correlations are slightly lower than when using the stellar mass-limited sample, but are still above 3σ. Between M h = 10 12−13 M ⊙ , we again find a marginal correlation. Similarly, Fig. 9b displays a clear increase in f p with increasing ρ LSS .
We have re-analyzed our other results from §3.2 using baryonic mass-based halo masses, although we do not show them here because the results are very similar to those described above. The behavior of groupintegrated satellite G/S as a function of M h is analogous to that seen in Fig. 6a where satellites fall systematically below the expected trend predicted from P (G/S | M * ). However, the mean G/S offset between the measured and predicted trends for centrals above M h = 10 12 M ⊙ is weaker. Additionally, when using baryonic massbased halo masses, the difference in D NG distributions for gas-rich and gas-poor M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ centrals is still present, analogous to Fig. 8 . The Monte Carlo analysis described in §3.2.1 suggests that both the D NG distributions and the values of D N G,50 for gas-rich and gas-poor centrals are distinct at >3σ for only 60% of all iterations, but are distinct at >2.5σ for >99.9% of iterations. D NG values are ∼ 30% and ∼ 7% larger for gas-poor and gas-rich centrals, respectively.
In summary, we sometimes find slightly weaker trends between G/S and large-scale environment when using halo masses estimated via baryonic mass, but the statistical significances are not drastically lower and the qualitative results are the same. The weaker trends are likely a side effect of selecting on baryonic mass, which is disadvantageous for studying many of the processes that drive gas depletion. A baryonic-mass selection (and corresponding halo mass estimates based on integrated baryonic mass) leads to more gas-rich and fewer gas-poor galaxies at fixed halo mass. As discussed in §2.6, when examining environmental processes that can lead to lower gas content by gas removal, it is generally more intuitive to compare gas fractions at fixed stellar mass. However, the analysis with the stellar mass-limited sample may be less appropriate for studying starvation and tidal stripping scenarios.
3.3. Cosmic Variance RESOLVE is composed of two subvolumes (RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B) that span different regions of the local universe with their own large-scale properties.
For example, RESOLVE-B contains a southern extension of the Perseus-Pisces complex (Giovanelli & Haynes 1985) , it is overabundant in halos with M h > 10 13.5 M ⊙ (Moffett et al. 2015) , and it has an average galaxy number density of 0.022 Mpc −3 , ∼40% larger than RESOLVE-A's number density of 0.016 Mpc −3 (measured using galaxies with M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ ). Given the different properties of the two subvolumes, we explore whether the observed relationships between G/S and environmental properties are consistent between them, and find that there are in Figure 9 . Same as Fig. 7 but using halo masses estimated via group-integrated baryonic mass, rather than stellar mass. A correlation between G/S and ρ LSS is still present for M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ and M h = 10 11.4−12 M ⊙ centrals, although at slightly lower statistical significance. There is still a clear increase in fp with rising ρ LSS for these same halo mass regimes. Figure 10 . Median G/S vs. M * broken up by halo mass regime, central vs. satellite, and survey subvolume. The vertical dashed line indicates the completeness limit of M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ used throughout this work. The RESOLVE-B subsample has been extended down to its nominal completeness limit of M * = 10 8.7 M ⊙ (denoted by the dashed-dotted line). Points in the same M * bin are offset slightly for clarity. Satellites in RESOLVE-B above M * = 10 8.9 M ⊙ show no clear dependence on halo mass and appear generally gas poor. Below M * = 10 8.9 M ⊙ , a dependence between satellite G/S and M h reappears, although only satellites in M h > 10 13 M ⊙ halos appear systematically gas-poor.
RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, with RESOLVE-B generally showing a larger fraction of gas-poor galaxies. These results suggest that other properties of the environment, possibly on scales larger than explored in this study, are influencing gas content. We explore this idea further in §4.3.
Alternatively, the different results in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B could arise if RESOLVE-B has a higher rate of incompleteness for gas-rich galaxies. Given that the ALFALFA survey has been effective at identifying low-luminosity, gas-rich dwarf galaxies missed by other redshift surveys, an incompleteness of gas-rich objects in RESOLVE-B could arise due to the lack of ALFALFA coverage below decl.∼ 0
• . To investigate this possibility, we examine the ratio of galaxies in the baryonic masslimited (M bary > 10 9.3 M ⊙ ) and stellar mass-limited (M * > 10 8.9 M ⊙ ) samples, N b /N * . For RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, N b /N * is 1.20 and 1.02, respectively. We calculate this same ratio in the northern and southern halves of RESOLVE-B (hereafter referred to as RBN and RBS). If RBS is incomplete in gas-rich galaxies due to the lack of ALFALFA coverage, we would expect N b /N * to be significantly smaller for RBS compared to RBN. We calculate N b /N * =1.06 and 1.03 for RBN and RBS, so RBN has slightly more gas-rich galaxies, but not by a significant amount. We obtain similar values of N b /N * if we extend RESOLVE-B down 0.2 dex to its true stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits. It is also worth noting that RBS has more high ρ LSS groups than RBN (a K-S test confirms the distributions of ρ LSS are distinct at >3σ confidence). Given the observed anti-correlation between G/S in ρ LSS , which is observed even if we limit our analysis to just RESOLVE-A, a slightly lower fraction of gas-rich galaxies in RBS compared to RBN is not unexpected. We conclude that the observed differences between RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B are likely real and not the result of preferential incompleteness of gasrich galaxies in RESOLVE-B.
DISCUSSION
Having illustrated the relationship between global galaxy gas fractions and both local and large-scale environment, we now explore the physical processes that may drive these trends. We first discuss processes associated with dark matter halos, followed by a discussion of physical mechanisms associated with large-scale structure.
Drivers of G/S Trends within Halos
In §3.1 (Fig. 5) we showed how halo abundance matching builds in relationships between stellar mass, G/S, Figure 11 . Same as Fig. 6a but showing RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B separately. Individual points within the same M h bin are slightly offset for clarity. The black lines match the combined RESOLVE-A+B data shown in Fig. 6a . Hashed regions represent the expected trends based solely on the stellar mass distribution in each halo mass bin and the observed G/S vs. M * relationship. Both centrals and satellites in RESOLVE-B have lower median G/S at fixed halo mass compared to RESOLVE-A. An offset for centrals is potentially explained by the difference in stellar mass distributions between the two sub-volumes, but the observed difference for satellites is typically larger than can be explained by differences in stellar mass distributions alone.
and group halo mass for central galaxies. The resulting bias reduces our ability to discern whether central galaxy G/S decreases smoothly with halo mass, or has more complex behavior. Such an analysis would require a method of estimating halo masses independently of a group's stellar or baryonic content (e.g., weak lensing).
Fortunately, we are able to make statements about the satellite population due to behavior that persists independently of the chosen halo mass definition. Specifically, we show evidence for systematic gas deficiency in satellites residing in halos with masses as low as 10 12 M ⊙ , or possibly even lower, implying that group environmental effects are active well below the large group/cluster scale. In particular, our results imply the presence of environmentally driven gas deficiency at group masses at least one dex lower than the M h = 10 13 M ⊙ scale probed by Catinella et al. (2013) . Our data are also consistent with recent hydrodynamical simulations by Rafieferantsoa et al. (2015) , who argue for the emer- Same as Fig. 7b except RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B data are plotted as separate points. The points are offset slightly for clarity but represent measurements over the same range in ρ LSS . RESOLVE-B shows a stronger relationship between fp and ρ LSS compared to RESOLVE-A.
gence of an H I-deficient satellite population starting at M h = 10 12 M ⊙ . Observationally, the onset of lower G/S for satellite galaxies starting at M h = 10 12 M ⊙ was suggested by Moffett et al. (2015) , who showed that satellites transition from gas-dominated to star-dominated at approximately this mass scale (their Fig. 23 ).
Commonly cited physical processes that decrease cold gas content are those that (a) actively remove or consume gas, such as mergers, ram-pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972) , and viscous stripping (Nulsen 1982) , or (b) prevent the accretion of new gas that would otherwise replenish the gas consumed by star formation (starvation; Larson et al. 1980; Balogh et al. 2000; Bekki et al. 2002; Kawata & Mulchaey 2008; Hearin et al. 2016) . Catinella et al. (2013) argue that a "starvation-only" scenario should cause gas fractions and sSFRs to decline at the same rate, whereas they find that at fixed NUV-r color, gas fractions are systematically lower in more massive halos, implying that a process in addition to star formation is acting directly on the gas reservoir. Although we do not have a large enough number of galaxies at high halo mass to compare directly to Catinella et al. (2013) , we find a similar result at lower halo masses (Fig. 13) , where we have replaced NUV-r color with fractional stellar mass growth rate (FSMGR, see Kannappan et al. 2013) , which is a more direct indicator of star formation history 23 . These results could indicate a process that is acting directly on the gas reservoirs, but they could also be interpreted as evidence for gas excess in lower-mass halos, particularly below M h = 10 11.4 M ⊙ where galaxies may be experiencing overwhelming gas infall rates . To ensure the dependence on halo mass is robust, we have also analyzed the inverse relationship between G/S and FSMGR by looking at the effect of halo mass in bins of fixed G/S, finding that a halo mass dependence Figure 13 . Median G/S vs. fractional stellar mass growth rate (FSMGR) for galaxies broken up by halo mass (indicated by the legend), for halos estimated from stellar mass (left) and baryonic mass (right). Points in the same log F SM GR bin are offset slightly for clarify. In both cases, we see evidence that at fixed FSMGR, galaxy G/S decreases as halo mass increases. This trend could be interpreted as evidence that there is a process directly removing gas from galaxies, or evidence that there is an excess of gas at lower halo masses.
those from past studies) show that the influence of a group can extend beyond its virial radius, which raises questions about how to properly define the true extent of dark matter halos. More et al. (2015) argue that a physically well-motivated definition for the radius of a dark matter halo is the "splashback radius" (the maximum radius reached by accreting matter after its first infall), which more accurately separates material infalling for the first time from material that has orbited through the central halo region at least once. The splashback radius of a halo relative to the virial radius is inversely related to the mass accretion rate, and is expected to lie between 0.8 and 1.5R vir . We find that the majority of gas-poor, M h <10 11.4 M ⊙ centrals fall inside 1.5R vir of a neighboring M h > 10 12 M ⊙ halo, so one could consider them to already be satellites.
The majority of potential flyby/splashback galaxies we identify are located in overdense regions. McBride et al. (2009) suggest that z=0 growth rates of dark matter halos should be systematically lower in overdense regions compared to underdense regions. Given the link between halo accretion rate and splashback radius, we expect larger splashback radii (relative to R 200m ) and therefore more flyby galaxies in overdense regions, consistent with our results. Tonnesen & Cen (2015) argue that the central stellar-to-halo mass ratio is higher in groups residing in large-scale overdensities. Since we use group stellar mass as the default parameter to estimate group halo mass, we may expect halo masses and their virial radii to be overestimated/underestimated in overdense/underdense regions. Therefore, the rate of apparent flybys in overdense regions may actually be larger than we observe (assuming the group extents will be smaller causing some galaxies currently classified as satellites to become centrals), and flybys may actually be distributed even further beyond R vir . Alternatively, it may be possible for low halo-mass centrals to become gas-deficient without actually passing through more massive groups as in the flyby interaction scenario. Hearin et al. (2016) argue that accretion of material is significantly reduced in dark matter halos with R Hill < 2.5R vir 24 , where R Hill is the Hill radius, or the radius within which an object's gravitational field dominates over other bodies. In such a scenario, a group will consume its gas supply but lose the competition for additional gas to more massive nearby groups. Following Hearin et al. (2016) , we approximate R Hill as
where M sec and M prim are the masses of the secondary halo (the halo for which R Hill is being determined) and the primary halo (a neighboring, more massive halo), and D is the projected separation between the primary and secondary halos. For every halo, R Hill is estimated using each more massive halo with a recession velocity difference <500 km s −1 , and the minimum R Hill from all these neighboring halos is taken as the final value. As discussed in Hearin et al. (2016) , this definition is only an approximation of the true Hill radius, but is sufficient to characterize the tidal field of each halo. In our data, we find that the vast majority of gas-deficient systems have R Hill 1.5R vir , although this is a projected value and likely to be larger in 3-dimensional space. Therefore, our gas-poor, low-mass halos reside in environments where we expect them to experience low accretion rates.
Additional aspects of the larger-scale environment outside halos may contribute to the removal or depletion of cold gas in low-mass groups. Hydrodynamical simulations by Benítez-Llambay et al. (2013) and Bahé et al. (2013) show gas loss in low-mass galaxies as they pass through the filaments and walls of the cosmic web. This gas loss is attributed to ram-pressure stripping by the IGM. Bahé et al. (2013) show that hot gas, rather than cold gas, is primarily affected by IGM ram-pressure stripping, but the removal of the hot gas deprives galax- ies of gas that could otherwise cool and replenish the H I in these systems. Given that the filaments/walls in Benítez-Llambay et al. (2013) and Bahé et al. (2013) are essentially defined as overdensities, IGM ram-pressure stripping could contribute to our observed increase in the fraction of gas-poor centrals in overdense regions. Additionally, Porter et al. (2008) show that galaxies moving toward clusters along cosmic web filaments experience enhancements in star formation immediately before falling into clusters, which is likely caused by interactions with other galaxies falling into the same cluster and along the same filament. These star formation enhancements may subsequently contribute to shorter gas depletion timescales and higher fractions of gas-poor galaxies in overdense regions.
All the mechanisms described above (flyby interactions, competitive accretion, ram-pressure stripping by the IGM) are expected to occur in similar (i.e., overdense) environments and have similar net effects on galaxy gas content, making it difficult to determine whether one or many of these processes are at work. Comparing our observations to mock catalogs derived from semi-analytic and hydrodynamical simulations in the future may allow use to break this degeneracy.
Explaining the Observed Cosmic Variance
Our results from §3.3 illustrate that the relationship between gas content and environment is not identical in all regions of the z = 0 universe. In contrast to RESOLVE-A, satellites in RESOLVE-B show no apparent dependence between their gas fraction and host halo mass, but appear globally gas poor (except below M * = 10 8.9 M ⊙ , but there is no RESOLVE-A data in this mass range with which to compare). RESOLVE-B also has a larger fraction of gas-poor centrals, and it displays a stronger correlation between G/S and ρ LSS . In §3.3, we argued that the observed differences between between our subvolumes are unlikely to be driven by incompleteness in gas-rich or gas-poor galaxies. Therefore, gas content is being influenced by something we have not yet explored, possibly another environmental property.
The average environments within RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B are not identical. RESOLVE-B is both overabundant in high-mass halos and is overdense relative to RESOLVE-A. RESOLVE-B is also part of the southern extension of the massive Perseus-Pisces complex (Giovanelli & Haynes 1985) . Given that overdense regions of the universe will be the first to collapse and form structures, and given that RESOLVE-B is overdense relative to RESOLVE-A, one possible explanation for the difference between them is that the latter may on average represent a more evolved region of the universe. In this sense, the lower gas fractions may be a signature of assembly bias (Gao et al. 2005; Croton et al. 2007) , where G/S correlates with halo formation time, analogous to galaxy color/sSFR (Hearin & Watson 2013; Wang et al. 2013) . Within this picture, the physical processes driving gas deficiency would not necessarily be fundamentally different in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, but they would have been active for a longer period of time in RESOLVE-B, leading to an overall higher rate of gas depletion. In addition, earlier forming structures may have experienced more heating of the IGM through gravitational collapse or AGN feedback, increasing cooling times and contributing to lower gas fractions (Cen 2011; Kauffmann 2015) .
Combining different group formation times with starvation as the primary driver of gas deficiency of satellites can qualitatively explain the different G/S vs. M * relations in our two subvolumes. Gas depletion timescales due to starvation inversely correlate with stellar mass (Fillingham et al. 2015; Wetzel et al. 2015) , so the minimum stellar mass of gas-poor satellites in a group will decrease with time (assuming we are in the regime where gas stripping is unimportant). Satellites in RESOLVE-B are generally gas poor above M * = 10 8.9 M ⊙ , whereas RESOLVE-A satellites have higher median gas fractions in this same stellar mass range. This behavior is consistent with an earlier average group formation time in RESOLVE-B. Comparing our data to semi-analytic models can let us test this explanation in more detail.
There are additional aspects of the large-scale environment that have not been addressed which could contribute to the observed differences between the two RE-SOLVE subvolumes. In particular, we have not examined morphology of the cosmic web (i.e., classification into different geometric features like filaments, walls, nodes, and voids). It is possible that the morphologies of large-scale structures are inherently tied to their relative ages, in that the topological characteristics of large-scale structures are expected to evolve over time (Zel'dovich 1970) . There are theoretical and observational hints that galaxy assembly is linked to the local morphology of the underlying cosmic web, e.g., the alignment between galaxy angular momentum and large-scale structure (Aragón-Calvo et al. 2007; Hahn et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009; Codis et al. 2012; Libeskind et al. 2012; Trowland et al. 2013) , or the variation in distributions of SFRs in different regions of large-scale structure (Alpaslan et al. 2016 ). RESOLVE and ECO, being highly complete and volume-limited, are ideal surveys to examine the influence of large-scale structure geometry and will be the subject of a future publication.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first major release of 21cm data for the RESOLVE survey, a multi-wavelength, volumelimited census of galaxies in the local universe complete into the dwarf mass regime and spanning diverse environments. The census currently provides detections and strong upper limits for ∼94% of RESOLVE.
We have combined this H I census with metrics designed to characterize galaxy environments on the scales of galaxy groups (dark matter halo mass) and the surrounding cosmic web (large-scale structure density and group separation). We have used this data set to investigate how both halo mass and large-scale environment independently influence the atomic gas content of the z = 0 galaxy population. Our key results are as follows:
• By comparing gas fractions of satellites as a function of stellar mass in different halo mass regimes, we find systematic gas deficiency in groups as low mass as M h = 10 12 M ⊙ , and possibly lower (see §3.1, §3.3, Fig. 5, Fig. 10 ).
• While we find mostly consistent behavior among satellites independent of how we estimate halo mass, an analogous gas fraction-stellar mass-halo mass analysis applied to central galaxies yields results strongly dependent on the integrated group property (stellar or baryonic mass) used in halo abundance matching. We caution that halo abundance matching inevitably builds in relationships for central galaxies (see §3.1, Fig. 5 ).
• The fraction of gas-poor (G/S < 0.1), M h < 10 12 M ⊙ centrals grows with increasing large-scale structure density (see §3.2.1, Fig. 7 ).
• Gas-poor, M h < 10 11.4 M ⊙ centrals at high ρ LSS often reside alone within their halos, but they tend to cluster within ∼1.5R vir of the nearest M h > 10 12 M ⊙ group. This result is not driven by fragmentation in group finding, but may indicate a need to revisit the definition of halo boundaries (see 3.2.2, §4.2, Fig. 8 ).
• Relationships between G/S and large-scale environment are generally independent of whether halo masses are estimated based on stellar or baryonic mass, although the statistical significance of the observed trends is sometimes slightly weaker when using baryonic mass-based halo mass estimates. We argue that analysis based on stellar mass tends to highlight ram-pressure/viscous stripping interpretations, as opposed to tidal stripping and starvation interpretations, because the latter affects both stellar and gas mass (see §3.2.3).
• The relationship between G/S and environment differ in the two subvolumes of RESOLVE: compared to RESOLVE-A, satellites in RESOLVE-B are more gas poor and the fraction of gas-poor centrals has a stronger correlation with ρ LSS . For halos in the middle 50th percentile of densities and with masses < 10 12 M ⊙ , RESOLVE-B has a larger fraction of G/S < 0.1 centrals i.e., the gas poor fraction is higher when both M h and ρ LSS are fixed. We postulate that this difference may be a signature of assembly bias; RESOLVE-B may be in a more evolved state than RESOLVE-A, and processes that drive gas deficiency have been active for a longer period of time (see §3.3, §4.3, Fig. 10 , Fig. 11, Fig. 12 ).
The results of this work address several of our key questions about the relationship between gas content and environment as presented in §1: we find evidence for gasdeficiency of satellites down to ∼10 12 M ⊙ halos, which is possibly linked to the emergence of stable hot gas atmospheres in halos at this mass scale. The hint of gas deficiency down to M h = 10
11.4 M ⊙ may reflect the build-up of hot halo atmospheres from the inner halos outward. The influence of the group environment may not be limited to galaxies residing within the group itself, as we find evidence that low halo mass (often singleton) galaxies may have their gas content depleted by interactions with more massive halos. Large-scale structure appears to have a substantial influence on gas content, such that large-scale overdensities have higher fractions of gas-poor centrals, which could be attributed to a number of physical processes.
A number of questions remain unanswered, some of which were raised by this study. Can we assess the detailed relationship between gas fraction, stellar mass, and group halo mass for central galaxies without built-in biases from halo mass estimation? Does satellite gas deficiency begin below M h ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ ? Can we constrain whether variations in gas content across environment are caused by gas starvation or direct gas removal processes? Does the morphology of large-scale structure play an important role in determining gas fractions? Can we confirm that group/structure formation times explain the different results in our two subvolumes? Some of these questions will be the subject of future work with RESOLVE, while others may require future surveys to address. In particular, an analysis of the relationship gas content and large-scale structure morphology will be presented in D. V. Stark et al. (in prep) . Although we are still working toward a complete physical interpretation of the trends reported in this paper, our results highlight the importance of considering the multi-scale environments of galaxies when developing a complete picture of galaxy assembly.
